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Stanley Yelnats' family has a history of bad luck,
so when a miscarriage of justice sends him to
Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre
(which isn't green and doesn't have a lake) he is
not surprised. Every day he and the other
inmates are told to dig a hole, five foot wide by
five foot deep, reporting anything they find. The
evil warden claims that it is character building,
but this is a lie and Stanley must dig up the
truth.

In an absorbing mystery thriller, a teenage girl
with a past arrives in a city: new name, new
identity, new foster family. She has chosen the
city herself, and is fascinated by its harmony and
beauty, but is clearly in fear of discovery. She is
nursing a secret from her early childhood, a
secret that produces new terrors for her the
moment she fears her identity has been spotted.
A parallel narrative tells of a young architect's
apprentice, Zak, in 1750 - working with Jonathan
Forrest, a man obsessed with past Druidic
mysteries and a new architectural vision for the
city. He plans to create the world's first circular
terraced street, the King's Circus - a plan greeted
with scorn and derision. Zac soon realises
there's more than just obsession with an
architectural vision; there is some secret
associated with building a hidden chamber in
the centre of the Circus. But Zac himself has his
own confused and highly destructive agenda.
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John Boyne

When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave
his home in Paris for a new life with his Aunt
Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy household at the
top of the German mountains. But this is no
ordinary time, for it is 1935 and the Second
World War is fast approaching; and this is no
ordinary house, for this is the Berghof, the home
of Adolf Hitler. Quickly, Pierrot is taken under
Hitler's wing, and is thrown into an increasingly
dangerous new world: a world of terror, secrets
and betrayal, from which he may never be able
to escape.

Beverley
Naidoo

Mma lives and works in Johannesburg, far from
the village thirteen-year-old Naledi and her
younger brother, Tiro, call home. When their
baby sister suddenly becomes very sick, Naledi
and Tiro know, deep down, that only one person
can save her. Bravely, alone, they set off on a
journey to find Mma and bring her back. It isn't
until they reach the city that they come to
understand the dangers of their country, and
the painful struggle for freedom and dignity that
is taking place all around them.

Linda
Newbery

Hal's life is in upheaval: trouble at school;
problems at home; a quarrel with friends. Then
Hal is sent to his grandfather's seaside home.
Soon, his anger is absorbed by the pull of the
crashing waves, buffeted by the tides, smoothed
by the endless sands. Yet thoughts of the father
he has never known won't go away. In fact, soon
his dad seems to be everywhere: in the sand
figures Hal makes on the beach; in his dreams;
in the shape of Wesley Prince, his mother's old
boyfriend. Since no one will tell him the truth,
Hal is determined to find out for himself. Will his
elusive father ever come into his life? Or is he no
more substantial than the sandfather, blurred
and dissolved by the incoming tide?
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Morris
Gleitzmann

The story of a young Jewish boy who is
determined to escape the orphanage he lives in
to save his Jewish parents from the Nazis in the
occupied Poland of the Second World War.
Everybody deserves to have something good in
their life. At least Once.
Once I escaped from an orphanage to find Mum
and Dad. Once I saved a girl called Zelda from a
burning house. Once I made a Nazi with a
toothache laugh. My name is Felix. This is my
story.

Sally Nicholls

My name is Sam. I am eleven years old. I collect
stories and fantastic facts. By the time you read
this, I will probably be dead. Sam loves facts. He
wants to know about UFOs and horror movies
and airships and ghosts and scientists, and how
it feels to kiss a girl. And because he has
leukaemia he wants to know the facts about
dying. Sam needs answers to the questions
nobody will answer. WAYS TO LIVE FOREVER is
the first novel from an extraordinarily talented
young writer. Funny and honest, it is one of the
most powerful and uplifting books you will ever
read.

Siobhan
Dowd

11.32am. Ted and his sister Kat watch their
cousin Salim get on board the London Eye. The
pod rises from the ground, high above the city.
12.02am. The pod lands and the doors open.
Everyone exits - everyone but Salim. Has he
spontaneously combusted? (Ted's theory) Has
he been kidnapped? (Aunt Gloria's theory) Is he
even still alive? (The family's unspoken fear).
Even the police are baffled - so it's up to Ted,
whose brain runs on its own unique operating
system, to solve this mystery and find Salim.
Teaming up with Kat, Ted follows a trail of clues
across London - while time ticks dangerously by.

Sophie
McKenzie

When Theo discovers the father he thought died
when he was a baby is still alive, he's determined
to find him. The clues lead him to lonely Rachel,
who has problems of her own, including parents
who compare her unfavourably to her long-dead
sister. But when Rachel and Theo are attacked
by men from RAGE - the Righteous Army against
Genetic Engineering - they are rescued by
strangers and taken to meet a mysterious figure
who leads them to make startling discoveries
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about their identities, which will affect their past,
present, and future in dramatic and life-altering
ways.

Susan Hill

A stone army, an enchanted castle, mysterious
ancient powers - and some very clever tortoises Olly finds there's more than meets the eye at
Gullywith. When his family moves to Gullywith
Farm, Olly just can't imagine being happy in his
new home. Gullywith is the coldest house in the
world and no one has lived there for years. Then
Olly meets KK and she tells him locals won't go
near the place. It seems to be jinxed but most
strange of all, Olly notices that there are stones
at Gullywith that can move around of their own
accord. Stones with ancient markings on them.

Tim Bowler

Grandpa is dying. He can barely move his hands
any more but, stubborn as ever, refuses to stay
in hospital. He's determined to finish his last
painting, 'River Boy', before he goes. At first Jess
can't understand his refusal to let go, but then
she too becomes involved in the mysterious
painting. And when she meets the river boy
himself, she finds she is suddenly caught up in a
challenge of her own that she must complete before it's too late.

Dickens

Ebenezer Scrooge has no time for the poor or
the wretched. And it’s “Bah, humbug!” to anyone
who wishes him a Merry Christmas. But when he
turns in for the night one cold, fateful Christmas
Eve, his past, present, and future converge.
Three haunting guests are about to show him
that the time has come to change his miserly
ways—before it’s too late.
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Richard
Adams

Set in England's Downs, a once idyllic rural
landscape, this stirring tale of adventure,
courage and survival follows a band of very
special rabbits on their flight from the intrusion
of man and the certain destruction of their
home. Led by a stout-hearted pair of brothers,
they journey forth from their native Sandleford
Warren through the harrowing trials posed by
predators and adversaries, to a mysterious
promised land and a more perfect society.

Meg Rosoff

The day David Case saves his brother's life, his
whole world changes. Suddenly, every moment
is fizzing with what-if's, and it's up to David to
outwit fate. Or try to. He changes his name and
the way he looks. He leaves home and finds
himself caught up in a series of strange and
extraordinary adventures. He even falls in love.
But is David really in control of his life? And if he
isn't - who is?

Sally Gardner

Narrated against the backdrop of a ruthless
regime determined to beat its enemies in the
race to the moon. When his best friend Hector is
suddenly taken away, Standish Treadwell
realises that it is up to him, his grandfather and
a small band of rebels to confront and defeat
the ever-present oppressive forces of the
Motherland.

